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Abstract—The ability to make optimal decisions under uncer-
tainty remains important across a variety of disciplines from
portfolio management to power engineering. This generally
implies applying some safety margins on uncertain parameters
that may only be observable through a finite set of historical
samples. Nevertheless, the optimized decisions must be resilient
to all probable outcomes, while ideally providing some measure of
severity of any potential violations in the less probable outcomes.
It is known that the conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) can be used
to quantify risk in an optimization task, though may also impose
overly conservative margins. Therefore, this paper develops a
means of co-controlling the value-at-risk (VaR) level associated
with the CVaR to guarantee resilience in probable cases while
providing a measure of the average violation in less probable
cases. To further combat uncertainty, the CVaR and VaR co-
control is extended in a distributionally robust manner using
the Wasserstein metric to establish an ambiguity set constructed
from finite samples, which is guaranteed to contain the true
distribution with a certain confidence.
I. INTRODUCTION
In power grid applications, optimal decision making un-
der uncertainty requires models and solution methods that
appropriately internalize the risk associated with stochastic
parameters, e.g. scenario-wise Stochastic Programming (SSP)
[1], [2] and Chance-Constrained Optimization (CC) [3], [4].
Resulting solutions have been shown to outperform those of
deterministic methods, e.g by reducing overly conservative,
exogenous safety margins while maintaining constraint satis-
faction with a high probability and remaining tractable, [4].
Additionally, distributionally robust optimization (DRO)
internalizes uncertainty on the distribution of the uncertain
stochastic parameters by solving over an ambiguity set char-
acterized by limited information on the unknown distribution.
Thus DRO solutions are more resilient to errors that may arise
from incorrect assumptions on the underlying distribution, and
avoid solution conservatism arising from considering the worst
case of all possible outcomes. Depending on the constructed
ambiguity set, various tractable and scalable methods to solve
DRO problems have been proposed, e.g. [5]–[7]. Although
the most popular choice of ambiguity sets are generated via
distributions with a given empirical mean and variance [8]–
[10], such moment-based sets ignore a significant amount of
available information on the underlying distribution. Metric-
based ambiguity sets, on the other hand, are characterized as
a set in the space of probability distributions by using a “dis-
tance” measure (e.g. the Prohorov metric, Kullback-Leibler
divergence, or Wasserstein metric), and offer an appealing
replacement to moment-based ambiguity sets, [11].
In most stochastic optimization methods decision-
dependent, uncertain (random), outcomes are replaced with
a deterministic equivalent that evaluates the underlying
stochastic processes using a measure of risk. Most
prominently, the expectation operator replaces the uncertain
outcome of a decision (e.g. future cost) with the average
outcome of infinite repetitions of the decision with respect
to some underlying probability distribution. Alternatively,
the value-at-risk (VaR) evaluates the uncertain outcome in
terms of the probability that it will not exceed a predefined
threshold. Leveraging this property, the VaR also allows
enforcing probabilistic (chance) constraints of the form
P(X ≤ b) ≥ α by requiring VaRα(X) ≤ b. Among large-
scale, real-life applications, tractable closed form expressions
exist for example in the context of optimal power flow (OPF)
formulations, [4], and thus have become a popular tool in
power system analyses due to the close relation of such
chance constraints with existing reliability measures.
However, if the underlying probability distribution has to be
inferred via sampling or scenarios the VaR has tractability is-
sues, i.e. it obstructs attaining a global optimal solution due to
nonconvexity and nondifferentiability, [12], [13]. Alternatively,
mostly enabled by the work of Rockafellar et al., [13]–[15],
the conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) may be calculated using
convex optimization techniques and so is more practical to use.
Notably, optimizing the CVaR implies an optimization of the
VaR, i.e. as VaRα(X) determines a upper bound on X with
probability α, CVaRα(X) is the expected value of X under
the condition that X ≥ VaRα [13], [15], as shown for two
different distributions in Fig. 1. This property can be leveraged
as a means of providing a convex approximate upper bound
on chance constraints, e.g. as shown in Dall’Anese et al. [16]
for a distributed chance-constrained OPF.
The VaR and CVaR, however, may provide more than
a bound on certain constraints, and offer an additional tool
to handling uncertainty in the system. Naively enforcing that
CVaRα(X) < b, may lead to an overly conservative solution
since VaRα ≤ CVaRα, [13], [15], as shown in Fig. 1. Thus,
if a decision maker only requires constraints hold with α
probability, a feasible solution of the objective may exist in
which VaRα(X) = b that improves upon the solution in
which VaRα(X) < b, i.e. one in which ρ, the gap between
VaRα(X) and b, is equal to zero (see Fig. 1). This still
enforces the desired chance constraints without accruing extra
costs of added security. As such, we would like to control
the VaR from being lower than b, while minimizing the
CVaR, i.e. co-controlling the VaR and CVaR with the superior
mathematical properties of the CVaR.
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2Fig. 1. Probability density of a uncertain loss function governed by two
different underlying probability distributions, in purple (Q) and green (P), and
their respective VaRα and CVaRα. The shaded area represents the probabilty
of events beyond the VaRα. The acceptability threshold is denoted by b and
the distance between b and the VaR is denoted by ρ. While the VaRα of
both beliefs lies below b, only the CVaRQα of the purple distribution is below
this bound. As such, if the true distribution follows the green curve, the losses
may be much worse than expected, motivating the use of a distributionally
robust approach incorporating the co-control of VaR and CVaR.
This paper aims to synthesize the most desirable properties
of VaR and CVaR by presenting a model that endogenizes con-
siderations of risk and cost by co-controlling both measures.
In doing so, the solution will provide insights of how severely
constraints may be violated via constrained minimization of
the CVaR, while ensuring that the corresponding VaR does
not produce an overly conservative solution. By ensuring the
VaR does not exceed some critical value of the stochastic
constraint, this method will also simultaneously guarantee
that the corresponding chance constraint holds with a de-
sired probability. Lastly, we introduce a DRO extension that
hedges against over-specifying the distribution while using the
smallest possible ambiguity set containing the true distribution
with near certainty by means of the Wasserstein metric which
is guaranteed to contain the true distribution under certain
conditions [17], [18]. Using results of [11], [19] the model
scales well, and due to the convexity of CVaR calculations,
preserves the convexity of problems allowing for solutions
with off-the-shelf solvers.
We demonstrate the usefulness of this model through a
stochastic reverse auction to procure demand response (DR)
in a power system. Here, one must ensure they acquire the
minimum target amount of DR lest they receive a penalty
proportional to the amount by which they have fallen short
of the target, but must also do so at the lowest cost. This is
a particularly challenging task as they must procure the DR
from a pool of uncertain bids.
II. DATA-DRIVEN CO-CONTROL OF VAR AND CVAR
A. Preliminaries
Let us first define the α-Value-at-Risk (VaRα) of a a random
vector X as the smallest possible value for which the proba-
bility that X is less than or equal to that value is at least α,
i.e.
VaRα(X) := min{x|P(X ≤ x) ≥ α}, (1)
where P is the probability measure of X . Notice then that by
(1), when P is continuous and strictly increasing, the VaRα
is the unique value satisfying P(X ≤ x) = α, [15]. We then
define the CVaRα of X as the mean of the α-tail distribution
of X as in [15], i.e.
CVaRα(X) := E
{
X|X > VaRα
}
. (2)
Naturally then, we have that CVaRα(X) ≥ VaRα(X), and
that P(X ≤ VaRα) ≥ α from the definition of the VaRα.
Following [13], in order to practically calculate the CVaRα
and VaRα, we use the following minimization rule in which
CVaRα(X) = min
z∈R
{z + 1
1− αE
{
[X − z]+}} (3)
where [t]+ := max{0, t}, and thus (3) can be rewritten in
terms of a piece-wise linear loss function
CVaRα(X) = min
z∈R
E
{
max
j≤J
lj(X)
}
(4)
where lj(X) := ajX + bjz for J = 2, a1 = 0, b1 = 1, a2 =
1/(1 − α), b2 = 1 − 1/(1 − α), which is finite and convex
(hence continuous) as a function of z by [15, Theorem 10].
Note that while minimization of (4) yields the CVaRα, the
corresponding optimizer z∗ is equal to VaR(X), [14].
Consider now a more general case in which the random
variable is also dependent on some other deterministic de-
cision variable y, i.e. X(y). We are no longer interested
in just the calculation of CVaRα, but would like to find
such y that minimizes our CVaRα. To do so, we note that
function E
{
maxj≤J lj(X)
}
is jointly convex over both z
and any convex functions of X , such that by [15, Theorem
14], minimizing CVaRα(X(y)) with respect to y ∈ Y
is equivalent to minimizing E
{
maxj≤J lj(X(y))
}
over all(
X(y), z
) ∈ Y × R, such that
min
y
CVaRα
(
X(y)
)
= min
X(y),z
E
{
max
j≤J
lj
(
X(y)
)}
. (5)
Provided the expectation over X(y) is convex, then (5) is a
simple convex optimization problem easily solved by many
off-the-shelf solvers.
B. Co-Control of VaR and CVaR in Stochastic Optimization
Now, consider a general stochastic optimization problem of
the following form
min
y
F0{f0(y,X0)} (6a)
s.t. Fi{fi(y,Xi)} ≤ bi i = 1, . . . ,M (6b)
for some mapping, Fi, i = 0, 1, . . . ,M , of an uncertain
quantity to a real number, which may differ for the evaluation
of the objective in (6a) and each constraint in (6b). The
choice of Fi will affect the solution to (6), and will depend
on the needs of the decision maker. Note here by affixing
the subscript i on each random vector Xi we allow for the
possibility that the uncertainty in each term may arise from
distinct random vectors not necessarily related to one another.
To allow for more general results, Xi denotes the random
vector present in the ith term. For instance in an optimal power
flow (OPF) problem, for example, F0 may be the expectancy
operator (i.e. F0 ≡ E), and X0 some uncertain cost such
that the objective is to minimize the expected cost, whereas
Fi is commonly some VaRα or chance constraint that aims
to maintain uncertain physical states Xi within their feasible
limits.
Choosing Fi as a chance constraint or the VaRα may be
difficult to work with in practical solutions as only a relatively
few number of distributions offer exact deterministic reformu-
lations, and the formulation for most distributions destroys
convexity that may otherwise be available, [13]. Furthermore,
merely imposing a bound on the VaRα only provides a
3probabilistic guarantee on fi not exceeding a certain value,
with no measure of the expected loss if fi exceeds that bound.
Although choosing Fi = CVaRα provides both a probabilistic
bound through the associated VaRα as well as a sense of the
risk of potential constraint violations, the CVaR on its own
has some limitations.
If the CVaRα(fi(y,Xi)) ≤ bi, then because CVaRα ≥
VaRα this implies that P
(
fi(y,Xi) ≤ bi
) ≥ α also holds as
per (1). Consequently, if we only want (6b) to hold with a
probability α (i.e. a chance constraint on (6b)), then replacing
this with a CVaR constraint such that CVaRα(fi(y,Xi)) ≤
bi will actually over-ensure that the original constraint holds.
Hence, there may be a solution for some β ≤ α at which
CVaRβ(fi(y,Xi)) ≤ bi leads to VaRα(fi(y,Xi)) = bi such
that we can relax the CVaR constraint and still ensure that the
chance constraint holds, which may reduce the conservatism
of the solution.
Finding β such that β < α is not trivial, since it is not
clear how α and β are related, which this paper addresses.
Ultimately, we do not want the resulting VaR that comes from
our calculation of the CVaR to be too conservative on our
chance constraints, because it will affect our objective value.
As such, we want to not only minimize this CVaR at some
level (i.e. control the CVaR), but since the zi defined in (3)
in that minimization is the VaR at that level, we also want to
keep zi as close as possible to critical value bi while ensuring
we will not exceed it (i.e. co-control the VaR). In order to
accomplish this, while minimizing the CVaR of the constraints
in (6b), we would also like to constrain the VaR of each by
penalizing deviations from upper limit bi without exceeding
it. This will control the VaR while simultaneously minimizing
over the CVaR, i.e. co-controlling both quantities.
Thus we can choose measures F0 and Fi in (6) to incorpo-
rate the CVaR of each term as in the optimization problem
of [13, Eq. (5.14)] and modify it to contain an additional
constraint on zi of each chance constraint as follows:
min
y,z,ρ≥0
M∑
i=0
CVaRαi(fi(y,Xi), zi) +
M∑
i=1
ηiρi (7a)
s.t. zi + ρi = bi ∀i (7b)
where z := {z0, z1, . . . , zM} is a vector of auxiliary decision
variables necessary for the calculation of CVaR, whose value
at the minimal of (7) is the VaR [13], [15]. Furthermore,
ρ := {ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρM} is a vector of positive slack variables
penalized by parameters ηi to ensure that the resulting VaR of
each constraint is as close as possible to the critical value
bi without being greater than that. Due to the relationship
between the VaR and CVaR and the formulation of the
problem, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1. The optimal ρ∗i in (7) is the exact amount by
which the upper limit, bi exceeds the optimal VaRα.
Proof. This comes from direct inspection of (7b) and that ρi ≥
0, noting that these constitute a reformulation of the inequality
zi ≤ bi with positive slack variable ρi, and that zi is the VaRαi
of each fi from (4). 
Furthermore, with Theorem 1 in place, for fi with contin-
uous, strictly increasing probability measures, which occurs
for any fi that has no probability masses like the normal or
exponentially distributed random variable, we show:
Corollary 1. For a problem of the form of (7), the optimal
ρ∗i can be used to find the exact amount of added security for
constraint fi beyond the αi tolerance level at the optimum,
i.e. the amount by which P(f∗i ≤ bi) > αi.
Proof. In the minimization of CVaRα, as defined in [13] and
stated in (4), zi is the resulting VaRα, which from (1) implies
P(fi(y,Xi) ≤ zi) ≥ αi. For fi with continuous, strictly
increasing probability measures, the VaRα is the unique value,
zi for which, [15]:
P(fi(y,Xi) ≤ zi) = αi. (8)
Note that P(fi ≤ bi) ≡ P(fi ≤ zi+ρi) = P(fi ≤ zi)+P(zi ≤
fi ≤ zi + ρi). Substituting in (8), we have that
P(fi ≤ bi) = αi + P(zi ≤ fi ≤ zi + ρi) (9)
i.e. solving (7) ensures fi ≤ bi with probability αi + P(zi ≤
fi ≤ zi + ρi), and P(zi ≤ fi ≤ zi + ρi) represents the exact
amount of added security in the system. 
We remark that, if the underlying distribution of fi is known
exactly, then one may correspondingly exactly calculate how
much added security is in the system, and in cases where P is
not known for fi, this quantity provides an estimate of added
security.
C. Wasserstein Metric in Data-Driven Stochastic Optimization
Calculating (7a) requires solving expectations with respect to a
certain probability distribution of the N−dimensional random
vector Xi, see (4). If the form of the distribution is known,
then there may exist exact reformulations of the expectations
(e.g for a normally distributed variable), however generally
we do not know the true distribution and can only infer it
from a finite set of historical samples. Consequently, solutions
of (7) that assume a specific distribution based on the avail-
able observation may exhibit poor out-of-sample performance.
With this in mind, we seek to employ a distributionally robust
solution to (7) that accounts for all distributions that could
have generated the available observations to further immunize
against uncertainty. Specifically, for a set of such candidate
distributions (ambiguity set) P , we minimize over the worst
case distribution such that
min
y,z,
ρ≥0
sup
Q∈P
M∑
i=0
CVaRQαi(fi(y,Xi), zi) +
M∑
i=1
ηiρi (10a)
s.t. zi + ρi = bi ∀i (10b)
where CVaRQαi(X) denotes the CVaRαi(X) with respect to
probability measure Q of X . Without proper construction
of the ambiguity set, however, there is the possibility that
the ambiguity set does not contain the true distribution, and
inadequately accounts for uncertainty, or that the ambiguity
set is too large, containing distributions that are not repre-
sentative of the true underlying distribution, and thus yield
an overly conservative solution. Ideally we would like an
ambiguity set that is just big enough to ensure that the true
distribution is contained within, but not too big as to also
contain many excess distributions. To accomplish this, recent
4works have shown that a data-driven paradigm of constructing
the ambiguity set using the Wasserstein metric leads to dis-
tributionally robust solutions that perform better than single
distribution problems. Furthermore, these solutions guarantee
that the chance constraints with respect to the underlying true
probability distribution can be robustly guaranteed based on a
limited number of historical data points [11], [19], [20]. For
the set, P , the Wasserstein metric for any two distributions
Q1, Q2 ∈ P can be defined as, [11]:
W (Q1,Q2) := inf
Π
∫
Ω2
‖ω1 − ω2‖Π(dω1, dω2) (11)
where Π is a joint distribution of ω1 and ω2 with marginal
distributions Q1 and Q2, support Ω, and ‖·‖ can be any norm.
In order to construct an optimal ambiguity set with
the Wasserstein metric, note that given the K-dimensional
historical sample set {ωˆ1, ωˆ2, . . . , ωˆK}, the best estimate
of the true distribution is empirical distribution PˆK(t) =
1
K
∑K
i=1 1{ωˆi≤t}, where 1{ωˆi≤t} is the indicator function.
Furthermore, [17], [18] have shown that the unknown data-
generating distribution belongs to the Wasserstein ambiguity
set centered around PˆK with confidence 1 − β if the corre-
sponding Wasserstein radius grows sublinearly as a function
of log(1/β)/K.
Thus for empirical distribution PˆK and true distribution
P we have W (PˆK ,P) ≤ ε(K) for some sample-dependent
monotone function ε(·) that decreases to zero as its argument
tends to infinity. Accordingly, for a historical data set with
K samples, the true distribution P lies within the Wasserstein
ball of radius (K) centered at empirical distribution PˆK such
that data-driven ambiguity set PˆK is given by
PˆK =
{
P ∈ P(Ω)|W (P, PˆK) ≤ ε(K)
}
(12)
and represents the reliable information about the true distribu-
tion P observed from the K historical samples. To solve (10),
we follow [11] and set P = PˆK as given by (12).
Considering (10) and using the definition of CVaRα in (4)
as the expectancy of the point wise maximum of loss function
l(f(y,Xi)) along with (12) allows us to leverage the results
of [11] and state:
Theorem 2. Let each fi in (10a) be a convex function of both
y and Xi, Ωi ∈ RN be a closed, convex support of random
vector Xi, and PˆK be the distribution set defined via the
Wasserstein metric as in (12) with radius ε(K) ≥ 0. Defining
the conjugate of a function, [g(·)]∗ := supξ∈RN 〈·, ξ〉 − g(·),
the dual norm, || · ||∗ := sup||ξ||≤1〈·, ξ〉, and the support
function of Ωi, σΩi(·) := supω∈Ωi〈·, ω〉, and lji(fi(y,Xi)) :=
ajifi(y,Xi) + bjizi for a1i = 0, b1i = 1, a2i = 1/(1 −
αi), b2i = 1−1/(1−αi) as in Section II-A for the CVaRα. Then
the problem in (10) under the ambiguity set (12) is equivalent
to
min
y,z,ρ≥0,λ,
sik,tikj ,vikj
λε(K) +
1
K
K∑
k=1
m∑
i=0
sik +
M∑
i=1
ηiρi (13a)
s.t. zi + ρi = bi ∀i (13b)
[−lji]∗(tikj − vikj) + σΩi(vikj)
− 〈tikj , ωˆik〉 ≤ sik ∀i, k, j (13c)
||tikj ||∗ ≤ λ ∀i, k, j (13d)
where ωˆik is the kth historical observation of random vector
i, λ, sik, tikj , vikj are auxiliary decision variables, || · || is a
norm on RN and 〈a, b〉 := aT b denotes the inner product of
two vectors, a, b ∈ RN .
Proof. We focus first on the CVaR term in objective (10a),
where we rewrite it using the formulation in (5). Namely,
we have miny,z supQ∈PˆK E
{∑M
i=0 maxj≤J lji(fi(y,Xi))
}
.
By [11, Theorem 6.1 and 4.2], for the Wasserstein ambi-
guity set this is equivalent to miny,z,λ,sik,tikj ,vikj ε(K) +
1
K
∑K
k=1
∑m
i=0 sik subject to constraints (13c) and (13d).
The second term in (10a),
∑M
i=1 ηiρi, is the sum of linear
terms, and is therefore convex. Thus adding this to the convex
reformulation above preserves the overall convexity of the
problem, and since the same term appears in (10a) and in the
reformulation in (13a), the two problems remain equivalent.
Further, constraint (7b) is affine, merely restricting the feasible
set of values, and similarly for the convex constraint that
ρi ≥ 0, which restricts the feasible set to a half space.
Thus, since the feasible set of (10) and (13) are equivalently
restricted, the reformulation from [11] remains valid, i.e. we
have that (10) with (12) is equivalent to (13). 
While (13) holds for any convex loss functions that can
be written as the point wise maximum of a piece-wise linear
function, we may extend this in certain cases via the following
corollary.
Corollary 2. If the loss functions, lji, in (13) are affine
functions, e.g. for loss functions of the form lji(fi(y,Xi) =
aji〈y,Xi〉+ bjizi, and the uncertainty sets are polytopes, i.e.
Ωi = {Xi ∈ RN : CiXi ≤ di}, where Ci is a matrix and
di a vector of appropriate dimensions ∀i, then (13) must be
smaller or equal to
min
y,z,ρ≥0,
λ,sik,γikj
λε(K) +
1
K
K∑
k=1
M∑
i=0
sik +
M∑
i=1
ηiρi (14a)
s.t. zi + ρi = bi ∀i (14b)
bjizi + 〈γikj , di − Ciωˆik〉
+ aji〈y, ωˆik〉 ≤ sik ∀i, k, j (14c)
||CTi γikj − ajiy||∗ ≤ λ ∀i, k, j (14d)
γikj ≥ 0 ∀i, k, j (14e)
where the auxiliary decision variables are λ, sik, γikj
Proof. This follows directly from [11, Corollary 5.1] reformu-
lating constraints (13c) and (13d) into (14c) – (14e). 
Naturally then, ε(K) is crucial to the quality and conser-
vatism of the result of (14). As shown in [19], following the
derivations in [7], [21], the radius can be expressed as
ε(K) = C
√
1
K
log
(
1
1− β
)
(15)
for some confidence level β such that we may control the
radius to be optimal size the data available via the value of
C. Further shown in [19], we may safely estimate C as
C ≈ 2 inf
ξ>0
(
1
2ξ
(
1 + ln
( 1
K
K∑
i=1
eξ‖ωˆi−µˆ‖
2
1
)))1/2
(16)
where µˆ is the sample mean of the data, and the minimization
over ξ can be performed by the bisection search method.
5III. STOCHASTIC REVERSE AUCTION
We turn now to a specific application of the above in which
an aggregator operates a reverse auction for demand response
(DR) as depicted in in Fig. 2.
A. Basic Problem
The aggregator looks to receive a certain amount of DR Dt
determined by the power system operator, as in [22], [23],
and receives a penalty proportional to the amount by which
they fail to meet Dt. The aggregator procures DR from a
number of customers N within a DR market via a reverse
auction. Customers submit bids to the aggregator consisting
of the amount they are willing to reduce their consumption
from their base level before the call for DR rn as well as a
price pin for each unit of reduced energy.
Furthermore, while customer’s submit bids of how much
they are willing to reduce their consumption, they may not
need to reduce their consumption to this full amount, and are
paid based on a realized reduction. Because of either inaccu-
racy in the initial forecast of customers’ consumption levels
before the DR call or inability to actually deliver the scheduled
amount of load consumption (voluntary or otherwise), the
actual amount of delivered demand response of each customer
is itself uncertain, rendering this a stochastic optimization
problem. Appropriately, we will model the actual reduction of
each customer as the submitted bid rn plus an additional term
to represent their unknown deviation from the bid ∆n which
can be positive (over reduction), or negative (under reduction).
We assume that the aggregator will also have access to some
historical record of each customer’s bidding and actual past
consumption levels for the kth DR call xˇkn, i.e. the true amount
of energy consumed at the time of past DR calls, as well as
to the amount each customer has been scheduled to consume
xˆkn. Accordingly, the aggregator will be able to calculate a
performance measure for each single DR call as δkn := xˆ
k
n−xˇkn
for each customer i, which can be viewed as a realization of
the random variable ∆n.
Hence, the loss function of the aggregator is the sum of all
realized reduction levels ξn := rn+∆n multiplied by price pin
from all accepted bids. For ease of notation we define ω0 :=
{ξ1pi1, . . . , ξNpiN} to be the N -dimensional vector of uncer-
tain customer reductions multiplied by the price at which they
wish to be compensated such that ω0n = ξnpin, the uncertain
reduction of customer n multiplied by customer n’s desired
compensation, Similarly, we define ω1 := {ξ1, . . . , ξN} to be
the N -dimensional vector of uncertain customer reductions.
The aggregator therefore tries to optimally select the bids
minimize this loss function. However, the aggregator must
also ensure that the sum of all actual reduction levels (i.e.
the DR deliverable to the system operator) is greater than
Determine Reductions
and Rates
{rn,⇡n}
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Fig. 2. A schematic representation of the reverse auction.
their target goal, Dt, i.e. for the vector of binary decisions
u := {u1, u2, . . . , uN}
min
u
〈u,ω0〉 (17a)
s. t. − 〈u,ω1〉 ≤ −Dt (17b)
un ∈ {0, 1} (17c)
B. Co-Controlled Distributionally Robust Reformulation
This section recasts (17) in the context of Section II, i.e. to
ensure (17b) holds with a given probability while minimizing
the harmful tail costs of both (17a) and (17b) (i.e. mini-
mizing the CVaRα of both) in a data-driven distributionally
robust manner. Before proceeding, note that by affixing the
superscript k and adding a ·ˆ to the vectors ω0 and ω1, we
define ωˆk0 as the the kth observation of the vector ω0, and
similarly for for ωˆk1 . As such, ωˆ
k
0 and ωˆ
k
1 are no longer
uncertain, but are realizations of the random variables. Now,
we reformulate the problem from (17) with co-control CVaR
and VaR considerations in a distributionally robust manner
using the ambiguity set defined via the Wasserstein metric and
K historical observations of each customer using our results
from Sections II-B and II-C as follows:
min
u,z,ρ
λ,sik,γikj
λε(K) +
1
K
K∑
k=1
1∑
i=0
sik + ηρ (18a)
s.t. (14c) – (14e) (18b)
z1 + ρ = −Dt (18c)
un ∈ {0, 1} (18d)
Similar to Section II-C, J = 2, a1i = 0, b1i = 1, b2i =
1−1/(1−αi) i ∈ {0, 1}, a20 = 1/(1−αi), a21 = −1/(1−αi) ,
all αi are the tolerance to risk, i.e. the probability with which
one desires a certain constraint to hold. Additionally all zi
are the VaR, controlled for the constraint given by (17b) via
(18c), η is some number characterizing the decision maker’s
preference of added security in the system, and ρ is a positive
slack variable that allows for control. Thus solving (18) allows
us to find the least cost set of winners of the DR reverse
auction that ensures the target DR is met, while simultaneously
controlling the VaR and CVaR in a data-driven distributionally
robust manner.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This case study considers a stochastic reverse auction in
Fig. 2 as modeled in (18) with 10 customers using the Pecan
Street data [24] from the New York area. Each customer is
allowed to bid up to γ of their average energy consumption, for
γ ranging from 10% to 30%, at the unitary price pin = 1. The
penalty factor η is set as a fraction ηpi of η and the total amount
of DR to be collected (Dt) is set to 50% of the collected bids.
To solve (18), we generated 100 random samples in Ωi with
the variance of samples p of the bid, with p varying from 10%
to 30%. In other words, customers with a smaller bid had a
smaller variance, and customers with a larger bid had a larger
variance, which allows for studying a trade-off between low-
risk, low-return customers (i.e. small bid, small variance) and
higher-risk, higher-return customers (i.e. those with a larger
bid but also a larger variance). All simulations were conducted
using Julia JuMP package and the Gurobi solver [25], [26].
6Table I compares the performance of (18) for different
penalty values. We use the case with no penalty (ηpi = 0), i.e.
CVaR is minimized with no co-control on VaR, to establish
the base case. As ηpi increases, so does the percent decrease
in ρ for all combinations of γ and σ. In other words, penalty
η reduces a gap between the VaR and a desired target goal
Dt. Notably, while Table I demonstrates that co-controlling
enabling constraint (18c) reduces the gap between the VaR
and target goal, the size of the gap depends on the variance
and a larger variance yields a lower gap reduction.
TABLE I
PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES OF ρ FOR VARIOUS η, γ , AND σ
γ = 10% γ = 20% γ = 30%
σ
ηpi 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0
10% 0.0 99.8 100 0.0 99.4 100 0.0 29.7 100
20% 0.0 99.9 100 0.0 98.2 100 0.0 59.9 100
30% 0.0 86.5 100 0.0 93.7 100 0.0 73.0 100
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a method to calculate the CVaR
of a constraint from a finite number of samples, while simul-
taneously controlling the VaR level to be as close as possible
without exceeding the upper bound of a constraint. This co-
control method has also been extended to accommodate the
underlying uncertainty in a distributionally robust manner.
Building on the existing result in [11], we proved that the
CVaR and VaR co-control over an ambiguous uncertainty set
can be implemented in a computationally tractable manner.
The proposed CVaR and VaR co-control has been applied to
a stochastic reverse auction, in which an aggregator seeks to
procure uncertain amounts of DR from a pool of customers
at a lowest cost, similar to a portfolio optimization problem.
Our results demonstrate that the proposed control scheme
effectively reduces the gap between the VaR and the upper
bound of a constraint. Future efforts will investigate the
effects of this co-control model on revenue adequacy and cost
recovery properties of the reverse auction in the context of
distribution power flow constraints
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